
Thaizer.com provides visitors with practical advice, tips and 
information to help them get the most out of their trip to 

Thailand. 

STATISTICS OPPORTUNITIES CONTACT

MONTHLY  PAGE VIEWS: 

89,000 * 

ROY CAVANAGH

roy@thaizer.com

ThaizerThailand

@Thaizer

www.thaizer.com
roycavanagh.com

"a treasure trove of information about travelling to and around
Thailand." - Tourism Authority of Thailand (UK & Ireland)

MONTHLY  UNIQUE VISITS: 

52,000 * 

 

FACEBOOK FANS: 

4,900  

 

TWITTER FOLLOWERS: 

2,000  

 

* Google Analytics 
 

 ARTICLES PUBLISHED: 

1,250 

 

BESPOKE PACKAGES

 

BRAND AMBASSADOR 

 

REVIEWS

 

SPONSORSHIP

 

TARGETED TRAFFIC 

 

TRUSTED RESOURCE

 

UNIQUE CONTENT

 

Thailand Photos 

https://www.facebook.com/ThaizerThailand
https://twitter.com/Thaizer
https://www.facebook.com/ThaizerThailand
https://twitter.com/Thaizer
http://www.thaizer.com/
http://roycavanagh.com/
https://thaizer.smugmug.com/Thailand


VISITORS PARTNER WITH THAIZER

Many readers of Thaizer are either

actively planning a trip to Thailand

or are already in the country

looking for advice on where to stay

and what to see and do. 

 

Thaizer.com targets independent

travellers in the middle and upper

spending brackets. With a focus

specifically on Thailand, the site

attracts highly targeted traffic.

Many visitors to the site are already

travelling in Thailand and looking

for advice on things to do and

where to stay. 

Over the last 10 years I’ve been

fortunate to travel to every corner

of Thailand. Thaizer.com is where I

share my experiences and

knowledge with people around

the world who are planning a trip

to this amazing, but sometimes

baffling country. 

 

The site has been commended by

the Tourism Authority of Thailand

(TAT) and I’ve been invited on a

number of media trips arranged

by TAT offices in Bangkok and

London. I’ve also collaborated with

hotel brands to showcase their

properties in Thailand. 

 

For full details of services available 

 

 

"I've come across lots of websites while researching for our trip next
March and so far yours has been the easiest to navigate and most helpful!
I look forward to your newsletters and tips." - Bel, Thaizer reader

 
email: roy@thaizer.com

Hotel Review: OZO Pattaya

Thailand Do's & Don'ts

EXAMPLE POSTS 
Elephant's World Sanctuary

http://www.thaizer.com/accommodation/hotel-review-ozo-pattaya/
http://www.thaizer.com/thailand-dos-and-donts/
http://www.thaizer.com/tourist-attractions/elephants-world-sanctuary-kanchanaburi/

